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‘The Brutish Israelites,’
again: Starr and
the Armageddon freaks
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

There are certain so-called “Christian Fundamentalists”
whose Starring role might be to confess, in open church service, that they “had fulfilled Biblical prophecy last night.” To
be specific, the Starr performer in question has probably just
recently revealed, on the Internet, that “I am blessed!” He
bragged, that he had reenacted the “Sin of Onan.” To which,
the congregation’s virtual faithful had, doubtless, responded,
“Praise the Lord!”
Far-fetched? If you think so, take a peek at a real horrorshow, those sex-crazed, “Christian Fundamentalist” loonies
who are all hot-pants to have Israel’s current Prime Minister,
“Netan-the-Yahoo,” bring on “The Battle of Armageddon.”
Why are these loonies doing this? The best interpretation
of their ravings says, that their motive is the hope of being
“raptured” before they themselves are overtaken by those
debt-collectors presently at their heels. Between the Taliban
of Central Asia, Netanyahu’s fascist regime in Israel, and the
U.S. loonies behind Newt Gingrich, Pat Robertson, and with
the help of porno-king Kenneth Starr, the world is being
pushed into the previously unthinkable prospect of an early,
actual nuclear war in the Middle East.
Look at the real facts of the case. The one absolutely
indisputable fact of the case is, that the world’s worst pornographer, Starr, and his lackeys, are screaming to the world:
“This is a moral issue!” This should make clear to all of us,
what Starr and his supporters mean when they call anything
“a moral issue.”
Who are these strange, self-proclaimed moralists? How
shall we describe this tangle of Israeli fascists and “fundamentalist” sexual perverts arrayed around U.S. House Speaker
Newton Gingrich and his accomplices? Let us call them
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“Newtonyahoos.” The “fundamentalist” loonies among this
pack of “Newtonyahoos,” are the U.S.’s biggest political constituency behind the current antics of the Internet’s current
porno-king, Kenneth Starr, and also the instigators of a possible, early nuclear war in the Middle East.
If you wish to know who is behind the undressing of
Monica Lewinsky before the depraved fans of Starr’s Internet
strip-tease exhibitions, you will find the relevant sex-perverts
all gathered around their crony “Newtonyahoo,” together
with Britain’s Lord William Rees-Mogg, Pat “sleaze-ball”
Robertson, and the half-witted mobs of “fundamentalists”
also backing the “Temple Mount” project for setting off nuclear war in today’s Middle East.
The sexual fantasies of porno-king Starr’s fans aside,
there is a strong case building, which says, that President
Clinton was the victim of a “set-up,” a “badger game,” with
Monica Lewinsky reading the script of street-walker for the
set-up. If what has been publicly reported of her allegedly
chronic predatory sexual behavior, prior to her self-appointed
role of White House “loose groupie,” stands up, her role in the
case was probably a by-product of an intelligence-community
set-up involving former Bush hack Linda “Bugsy” Tripp and
Lucianne Goldberg, among others, possibly including Starr
himself. According to the chronology set forth in Starr’s own
allegations, “loose groupie” Lewinsky’s part in the affair appears to have begun in the aftermath of the assassination of
Israel’s Prime Minister Rabin, when the assassin’s chief beneficiary, “Newtonyahu,” was launched against President Clinton. Even the reports of the investigations which Starr conducted against President Clinton, indicate a specific
connection between Lewinsky and Israeli spy-networks opEIR
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In this investigation
The world is plunging, headlong, into the greatest financial
and monetary crisis in our collective lifetime, a crisis that
urgently demands the nearly undivided attention of the
President of the United States. At the same time, there are
forces afoot on this planet, who are committed to an insane
array of geopolitical moves, any one of which could trigger
out-of-control regional wars, stretching from Central Asia,
through the oil fields of the Middle East, up through the
Balkan spine of southeastern Europe. In the case of the
Middle East, such a war could easily result in the use of
nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons. Here, too, only
the good offices of the President of the United States, working in concert with other sovereign governments, can intercede to stop the madness.
It is, therefore, no coincidence, that EIR’s ongoing
probe of the porno-Starr assault on the Clinton Presidency
has turned up new evidence that a small circle of American,
British, and Israeli fanatics are the principal actors in both
the latest escalation of the bogus impeachment drive
against President Clinton, and the provocations in the Middle East and Central Asia.
These are no “Lone Derangers.” All of the characters
identified in this report, are long-standing, proven assets
of the London-centered international financial oligarchy,
known among initiates as the Club of the Isles. On behalf
of the Club’s hoped-for post-modernist feudal world dictatorship, this group of clinically insane personalities is stirring up the preconditions for a plunge into a New Dark
Age. Their target is the nation-state system, which has been
historically the only line of defense against the rampages
of oligarchism. Under the present fragile state of affairs
around the world, the successful destruction of the United

erating against the President.
Cut through the porno-king games of Starr and the Congress’s Henry Hyde. The citizen should not let himself, or
herself, be duped into playing Starr’s and Hyde’s game of
“connect the dots.” Much of what Starr and Hyde have put
on the Internet and press is probably fabricated lying, some
definitely so; clearly, large chunks of the known exculpatory
evidence, which would tend to refute Starr et al., have been
willfully suppressed. Otherwise, certainly Starr and most of
the mass news media, have not even attempted to look for
most of the facts actually relevant to the case. On top of it all,
everything Starr has done of late is illegal, unconstitutional;
and, so is the conduct of Henry Hyde. Don’t try to connect
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States Presidency is all it would take to unleash the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
There is a genuine danger that a majority of Americans
could fail to appreciate the “insanity factor” in the onrush
of attacks against President Clinton, fuelled by a media that
is, itself, controlled, top-down, by the London-centered
Club. Make no mistake: The Starr chamber apparatus is
not acting on behalf of “pragmatic” Republican Party ambitions to control the Presidency and the Congress by the
year 2000. Witness some serious Republicans, who are
expressing grave misgivings about the Gingrich-led
plunge into the impeachment of President Clinton. Nor
should anyone raise their voice in defense of Jerry Falwell
or Pat Robertson’s First Amendment right to the “religious
freedom” to seek a new Middle East holocaust, in order
to fulfill their desires for an early “Rapture.” Religious
freedom cannot be a license for murderous insanity; and
Robertson and Falwell have shown a propensity for insanity in their anti-Clinton hypocrisy and their simultaneous
embrace of the Temple Mount cause, which would plunge
the Middle East into the most hideous form of irrationalist
religious war.
The issue here is clinical insanity, run amok. To help
the reader come to grips with that reality, we have assembled some of the most important documentation of how
this lunacy is playing out on the world stage at the present
moment in history.
Specifically, in the report that follows Lyndon
LaRouche’s introduction, we document the latest mad
maneuverings toward religious warfare by the Netanyahu
regime in Israel, and the Taliban apparatus in Afghanistan.
A detailed chronology demonstrates the interrelationships
between the Starr-backers—like Richard Mellon Scaife,
Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich, Armageddonist televangelists Pat Robertson and Jerry Falwell—and Israel’s
lunatics, led by Netanyahu and the Temple Mount terrorists.

the dots, when most of the dots are missing to begin with.
Before you try to go blindly through that door, find out
where you are: on Earth, or in a space-ship en route to Mars?
There are two basic sets of facts to consider, before you think
about stepping through that door. First, all Starr’s pornographic theatrical displays aside, what he is doing is running
a lying, unconstitutional, sexually perverted effort to destroy
the government of the United States at a moment the world as
a whole is being plunged into the worst financial and monetary
disaster in more than a century. Second, unless the Newtonyahoo gang is stopped in their tracks very soon, the otherwise
improbable risk of an early nuclear war in the Middle East
cockpit becomes a probable event.
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